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Abstract
Data Simulation is a crucial technique for robust automatic
speech recognition (ASR) systems. We develop this work in
the scope of data augmentation and improve robustness by gen-
erating new bandpass noise resources from an existing noise
corpus. We design numerous bandpass filters with varying cen-
ter frequencies and filter bandwidths, and obtain corresponding
bandpass noise samples. We augment our baseline data simu-
lation with bandpass noises to ingest additional robustness and
generalization to generic and unknown acoustic scenarios. This
work targets ASR robustness to individual subband noises, and
improves robustness to unseen real-world noise that can be ap-
proximated as a factorial combination of subband noises. We
demonstrate our work for a large scale unified ASR task. We
obtained 7% word error rate relative reduction (WERR) across
unseen acoustic conditions and 11% WERR for kids speech.
We also demonstrate generalization to new ASR applications.
Index Terms: LSTM, Data Simulation, Digital Assistant, Ro-
bust ASR, Kids speech

1. Introduction
We are witnessing many on-device and on-cloud speech ap-
plications that deliver strong ASR performance across a range
of applications. Deep learning techniques have led to speech-
enabled smart assistants in Cortana, Alexa, Google Home and
Siri. ASR users have greater expectations from speech products
and expect it to work equally well across numerous acoustic
environments, including noisy conditions, far-field, non-native
speech, kids, natural conversation, and side-speech etc. Current
ASR systems are trained on large scale training tasks, still above
expectations strain the robustness requirements of our speech
products, and encourage us to innovate and inculcate new ro-
bustness in ASR.

Over the past years, speech researchers have developed
a variety of algorithms and architectures to train robust ASR
models. The deep long-short term memory (LSTM) models in
[1, 2, 3, 4] have demonstrated improvements over an earlier ap-
plication of deep learning in DNN models [5, 6, 7, 8]. Recent
advances in deep learning also include end-to-end systems in
[9].

ASR systems also benefit from model or speaker adapta-
tion [10, 11, 12, 13] that personalize models towards a specific
acoustic scenario or speaker. Beamforming and stream com-
bination techniques in [14, 15] too improve ASR robustness.
Furthermore, acoustic model combination techniques promise a
single unified model to broaden the unified ASR reach to many
seen as well as unseen acoustic conditions. Some examples in-
clude hypothesis combination with ROVER [16], using confi-
dence scores [17], and classifier-based system combinations in
[18]. There has also been significant development in inventing
robust ASR features. [19] provides a recent overview of robust
techniques.

Data simulation too is crucial for training robust models
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], and has been demonstrated to be ef-
fective. In aforementioned work, data simulation and augmen-
tation have been applied to low-resource languages, as well as,
new application scenarios with minimal application-dependent
training data. Data simulation provides a way to reuse training
data from potentially different scenarios by appropriately sim-
ulating it for particular target application. The techniques are
effective for small, as well as, large scale ASR training tasks.

Our proposed work builds in the scope of new data simu-
lation techniques for robust ASR. Our baseline system already
incorporates the benefits of data augmentation from real-world
noise examples. This work develops on that and motivates ro-
bustness to individual frequency bands. Towards that, we design
and generate a large variety of bandpass filters across center
frequencies and filter bandwidths. We apply the bandpass fil-
ters to an existing noise corpus and generate multiple bandpass
noise samples. Subsequently we apply subband noises for data
augmentation on top of our baseline data augmentation system.
We hypothesize that ASR training with subband noise samples
builds robustness to unseen real-world acoustic conditions, as
they can be approximated by a combinations of individual sub-
band noises. This can directly improve ASR systems to new
acoustic conditions.

Next we provide a motivation for robust ASR in Sec. 2.
We develop our bandpass noise simulation work in Sec. 3. We
set up experiments to evaluate our work in Sec. 4 and present
corresponding results. We also discuss our findings in Sec. 5,
and conclude this study in Sec. 6.

2. Motivation for unified ASR
In this section, we motivate the robustness and generalization
requirements of ASR systems. We aspire to build a unified ASR
service for diverse usage. As ASR service providers, we may
not have prior information about individual scenarios, so our
solutions should extend to all possible ASR applications. We
highlight the ASR robustness expectations for, (a) ASR con-
sumers that may include adults or kids; natural conversation
or command/control; non-native speakers and speech accents,
(b) acoustic environments including background noise, distant
speech devices in far-field environments, (c) speech-enabled
devices with device-specific signal acquisition and processing,
including narrowband or wideband audio, (d) communication
networks including data encoding and quantization techniques.
It’s understandable that despite all the advances in large scale
deep learning solutions, robustness is still a challenge for uni-
fied ASR.

An effective approach for robustness to a particular acoustic
scenario is to collect training data from that scenario, and add to
ASR training. The deep learning models are surprisingly good
at memorizing diverse training data. Although useful, above
approach is costly or infeasible in many applications. Any data
collection requires very careful design to account for the diver-
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sity in speakers and acoustic environments. Furthermore, the
target devices may be in parallel development, making the col-
lected data outdated at a later point. We have also seen differ-
ences in above “engineered” data collection and that from live
product usage.

Data simulation techniques provide effective ASR robust-
ness, and has been demonstrated across applications [24].
These techniques leverage existing data resources and re-
purpose data for target application domains. Some specific ex-
amples include far-field data simulation from near-field speech
[23], or noisy speech simulation from clean speech corpus.
Other examples include VTLP [21] and an application to low-
resource languages in [20]. Next in Sec. 3, we develop our work
for substantial ASR robustness on top of an already robust base-
line.

3. Bandpass noise simulation for ASR
We have noted that data simulation is a critical technique and
widely used in ASR community. It’s standard to train ASR
with data augmentation from noise and room impulse responses
(RIR) for ASR robustness. That makes our models considerably
more robust than training without data augmentation. Despite
those gains, we still find applications with greater robustness
requirements, e.g., data from new far-field devices not seen in
training, or an application to unseen acoustic conditions. Fur-
thermore, a stronger data augmentation technique also improves
the core ASR accuracy for scenarios with limited training data,
some examples include accented and kids speech.

This work focuses on above aspects and motivates band-
pass noise simulation to make ASR specifically robust to noise
in individual frequency bands. This leads to greater richness
in noise simulation; we also expect the ASR model to develop
robustness to individual subband noises, as well as, the facto-
rial combinations of subband noises. Alternatively we hypothe-
size that the trained model can generalize well to unseen noises
that can be represented as a combination of numerous subband
noise samples. This promises to substantially increase the ASR
robustness to new acoustic conditions.

We describe our data simulation work with respect to Fig. 1.
There “baseline” training denotes ASR training without data
augmentation. We refer to “Standard Sim.” as ASR training by
augmenting ASR training corpus with standard data augmenta-
tion from an available noise corpus. For bandpass simulation we
feed the noise corpus through bandpass filters at different center
frequencies and bandwidths. “Bandpass Sim.” training in Fig. 1
includes: (a) original ASR corpus, (b) data augmentation from
a noise corpus, and (c) data augmentation from bandpass noise
samples generated from a noise corpus.

3.1. Bandpass filter design

The bandpass filters for data simulation can be designed in nu-
merous ways. For current work we chose 2-pole Butterworth
bandpass filters. We note a particular bandpass filter with 3-dB
band-width as B-Hz at center frequency C-Hz. For this work
we designed the set:

B ∈{200, 300, 400} (1)
C ∈{200, 300, 400, ..., 7500} (2)

We select a noise sample from our noise corpus, obtain 8-16
randomly selected pairs (B, C) from above set, and generate
corresponding bandpass noise samples. We iterate above pro-
cedure to all data in the noise corpus. Note that the selected set

“Baseline’’
Training

ASR Training 
Corpus

“+Standard Sim.”
Training

“+Bandpass Sim.”
Training

Digital Data
Simulation

Digital Data
Simulation

Real-World Noise

Bandpass Noise
Generation

Figure 1: ASR training for Baseline, Standard Simulation and
Bandpass Simulation techniques. Note that Bandpass Simula-
tion includes: (a) original ASR training data, (b) data augmen-
tation from a noise corpus, and, (c) augmentation from band-
pass noise samples.

(B, C) will differ across individual noises in the noise corpus,
leading to significant diversity in the generated bandpass sam-
ples. Above procedure has an effect of oversampling the noise
corpus by 8-16 times, and starting from 1000 noise samples
we produce upto 16000 unique bandpass samples. We believe
above set of B and C provides adequate coverage for ASR ro-
bustness. We also do not anticipate a need to increase our cur-
rent oversampling rate. This work focuses on smaller subbands
so an upper limit of B as 400-Hz for 3-dB band-width provides
a reasonable choice.

We also demonstrate a particular noise sample and corre-
sponding bandpass noise samples from bandpass filters at dif-
ferent center frequencies (C) in Fig. 2. By incorporating a rich
and diverse set of bandpass noise samples in data simulation,
we expect our work to inculcate new ASR robustness to sub-
band noises, as well as, real-world noise conditions.

4. Experiments and results
We conduct our experiments on a large vocabulary speech
recognition task. We build a standard 6-layers unidirectional
LSTM model with cross-entropy (CE) [5] criterion from a
large data corpus from Microsoft speech services. This is
anonymized data with personally identifiable information re-
moved. With an objective to evaluate the robustness of new
scenarios, we design our training set to include a mix of near-
field as well as Xbox (far-field A), with a total of approximately
2500 hrs speech. This data includes a mix of command and
query, dictation, and natural conversation. Our training noise
corpus consists of over 1000 real-world noise samples, each 4-5
seconds long. The noise corpus was collected in a large variety
of indoor as well as outdoor conditions.

We augment training data with above real-world noise sam-
ples. We also conduct tests on a very large repository of un-
seen noise resources from public noise data collection includ-
ing other internal resources, MUSAN [27], and, noise data har-
vested from Youtube resources. For this work we didn’t include
RIRs in any of our simulation work. Our data simulation also
includes audio gain perturbation to make the system robust to
attenuated speech. We train ASR models for near loss-less de-
coding with frame-skips. We use 160-dim features for ASR
training, where we stack the current 80-dim log-Mel features to
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Figure 2: Representative subband noise samples. (a) snippet of
a real-world noise. And subsequently bandpass noise samples
for B = 300 and center frequency C as (b) 500-Hz, (c) 1000-
Hz, (d) 2000-Hz.

Table 1: WER [%] on large scale test with over 100K utts.

Task Base- Spec Stand. Band- Only
(utts) line Aug. Sim. pass Sim. Subband
100k 22.4 22.0 19.5 18.9 19.1

the preceding feature we skipped in model evaluation. The fea-
ture processing time window is 25-msec with 10-msec window
shift. Our LSTM cells have 1024 memory units with 9k acous-
tic output states. We test our work on a large variety of tasks
with 5-20 hrs of speech in most scenarios. We use a 5-gram
language model with a vocabulary of over 1M words.

We report word error rate (WER) results on a large variety
of tasks seen as well as unseen in training. More specifically,
“seen” refers to tasks like Xbox that was present in our train-
ing. We also clarify that “seen” only refers to the acoustic sce-
nario and not the specific audio data, and reiterate that training
and test sets are completely distinct. Similarly “unseen” refers
to completely new acoustic applications that wasn’t present in
training. Our broad focus is to improve ASR for unseen scenar-
ios as well as scenarios with limited training data.

4.1. Baseline for simulation techniques

We evaluate on a large scale task with over 100k utterances in
Table 1. The task spans a variety of “seen” as well as “unseen”
scenarios. The task spans a very large testing across a mix of
the scenarios we discussed in sec. 2. We report the Baseline,
i.e. w/o noise augmentation, Standard Simulation, SpecAug-
ment, and the proposed Bandpass Simulation. We also present a
controlled study in “Purely Subband” Simulation, where we ap-
plied data augmentation from only the generated subband noise,
i.e. we didn’t use the original noise corpus for augmentation.

4.1.1. Standard simulation

As expected we see a strong evidence for data augmentation
work with significant WER reduction from 22.4% (w/o aug-
mentation) to 19.5% with Standard simulation technique. Thus
Standard simulation constitutes an effective reference for our
work, and our merit lies in improvements over the Standard sim-
ulation.

4.1.2. SpecAugment

SpecAugment is a simple and computationally cheap simula-
tion, it randomly masks audio spectrum along time and fre-
quency axes. It doesn’t require additional resources like noise
or RIR samples. In our implementation, we apply SpecAug-
ment to 1-sec audio segments. We randomly selected different
configuration for different segments of audio for significant di-
versity. SpecAugment work shows minimal gains over baseline
in Table 1. And more importantly it’s significantly weaker than
Standard simulation. Recently SpecAugment has also been de-
veloped for larger scale E2E models in [28]. However, our cur-
rent evaluations suggest limited SpecAugment gains for hybrid
models.

4.1.3. Bandpass simulation

In Table 1 we also note that Bandpass simulation improves
WER to 18.9%, and equivalently 3% WERR over Standard sim-
ulation on the very large scale 100k utterances task. These gains
are very significant over a prior technique in SpecAugment.
We also see merit in Purely-subband simulation, that improves
WER to 19.1%, and is already better than our best reference in
Standard simulation. Above study provides a key message that
even though Purely-subband data augmentation wasn’t directly
trained on the original “fullband” noise corpus, it still shows
better WER than Standard simulation. This suggests that train-
ing from the constituent subband noises ingests better robust-
ness than training on original “fullband” noise corpus. Next we
report individual scenarios and demonstrate significant robust-
ness and generalization to unseen data.

4.2. Robustness to unseen speech scenarios

ASR is always evolving with new far-field devices or new
acoustic conditions. We can’t always train ASR for those de-
vices to improve those scenarios. The upcoming results demon-
strate broader ASR robustness to data or scenarios not seen in
training. We report progress in 2 specific directions, (a) far-
field device not seen in training, (b) unseen car acoustic sce-
nario. Table 2 documents 1.5% WERR for test data from a
far-field device that’s seen in training, and more importantly
7.2% WERR for the unseen far-field device. Similarly, we re-
port 7.3% WERR for the unseen car acoustic that consists of a
variety of car noises in highway noise, wind noise and also at
slow and fast speeds. We also achieved WER parity for near-
field devices seen in training. Overall our work is applicable to
existing as well as emerging devices.

4.3. Gains for emerging unseen applications

We expand this study to demonstrate gains for new ASR appli-
cations and report significant findings. In particular we report
over 11.5% WERR for kids speech in Table 3 by improving
WER from 24.4% for Standard simulation to 21.6%. That im-
proves the overall WERR over baseline from 22% for Standard
simulation to 31% in our work. We note that, in comparison all
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Table 2: WER [%] on seen and unseen acoustic scenarios.

Tasks Base- Stand. Bandpass WERR [%]
line Sim. Sim. Bandpass

over Stand.
Far-field - A 19.8 18.7 18.5 1.5
Far-field - B 20.2 16.7 15.5 7.2
(Unseen)
Near-field 11.2 9.9 9.8 1.0
Car Noise 24.7 19.2 17.8 7.3
(Unseen)

Table 3: WER [%] on new ASR applications.

Tasks Baseline Standard Bandpass
Sim. Sim.

Kids Speech 31.3 24.4 21.6
New App. - C 14.6 14.6 14.0
EN-Dialects 26.9 24.4 24.0

the tasks we evaluated, Standard simulation shows significantly
larger gains for kids speech, and the trend holds for Bandpass
simulation as well. Kids speech is a challenging task due to
evolving nature of their speech. Our training data has very lim-
ited kids speech as it’s significantly hard to collect kids data
at scale for ASR training, and perhaps above factors explain a
larger role for data augmentation for kids speech.

We also report a new application “C”, where we improve
WER from 14.6% to 14.0%, a 4% WERR. We also present a
study on English-dialects, where WER improves from 24.4% to
24%. Improving unified ASR for a variety of English dialects is
an important objective. We see some improvements and expect
future work for additional gains.

4.4. Robustness to synthesized noisy data

In Table 4 we report a study on digitally adding unseen noise
to Near-field task at SNRs 10-15 dB. The noise data is from a
large scale noise corpus including our internal resources, MU-
SAN [27], and resources from Youtube. We note a strong merit
in Bandpass simulation, it improves WER from 17.8% for Stan-
dard simulation to 16.5%, a 7.3% WERR. We continued the
evaluation on bandpass noise samples generated from test noise
corpus. There we chose B ∈ {150, 500, 1000} to avoid a di-
rect match with (1) in training. As expected we report larger
gains over Standard simulation, improving WER from 17.1%
to 14.6%. In Sec. 2 we also noted audio capturing devices that
may record audio in 8-kHz. Much of our prior evaluation was
conducted on 16-kHz audio. In Table 4 we downsampled data
to 8-kHz and report additional merit in our data simulation tech-
nique.

5. Discussion
We also analyzed a few audio examples where our work re-
sulted in lower WER. Fig. 3 illustrates representative examples.
Fig. 3 (a) shows speech in presence of a complex and vibrant
background noise. Fig. 3 (b) includes background noise from
knocking on a door. It’s satisfying to note that our work ben-
efited those real-world usage examples, and shows promising
generalization from our approach.

Table 4: WER [%] on specific studies with synthesized data.

Tasks Baseline Standard Bandpass
Sim. Sim.

Near-field 11.2 9.9 9.8
+ Noise 24 17.8 16.5
+ Subband Noise 21.6 17.1 14.6
+ Downsample (8-kHz) 25.2 15.0 13.9

Figure 3: Speech spectogram for representative utterances that
improved from bandpass simulation work.

A conceptual difference between our work and SpecAug-
ment in [22] is that our techniques closely mimics physical
world and related noise sources. Our work additionally ben-
efits from novel bandpass filters that are expected to model
and reflect ambient noises present in diverse acoustic scenar-
ios. Furthermore, SpecAugment may be unsuitable for conven-
tional hybrid DNN-HMM approaches that’s trained at frame-
level. There, completely nullifying acoustic frames and map-
ping them to different acoustic senone targets can lead to train-
ing issues.

A future direction of this work can consider additional fo-
cus on bandpass filter designs. Besides bandpass filters, we can
also design filters with a variety of frequency responses. The
choice of the parameters like center frequency and filter band-
width are also natural considerations.

6. Conclusion
In this work we targeted acoustic robustness to new ASR appli-
cations that may not be adequately represented in training. A
large scale ASR service may not have prior information about
specific ASR application, so robustness and generalization of
ASR accuracy across large use cases is critical. We proposed
data augmentation from subband noise samples and demon-
strated significant gains over a much stronger reference in Stan-
dard data simulation. We noted 7% WERR for far-field acoustic
conditions not seen in training. We also improved kids speech
by 11% relative. We continued to demonstrate merit on new
acoustic applications and narrowband 8-kHz data.
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